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I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1908, Caratheodory [I, 21 proposed a deductive theory of therrnodyna- 
mics. The special features of his theory are less important than the fact that 
he set standards for rigorous thinking in the subject. Hence it is not necessary 
to emphasize this aspect of the present approach. 
Physically speaking, the present objective is to build the theory on the 
concepts of thermometry and calorimetry, taking temperature and heat- 
generation as the primary concepts, and to show how entropy and absolute 
temperature arise as derivative concepts. By not having work production as a 
primary concept, we obtain a purely thermal theory to which the first law 
and internal energy need not be attached, unless desired. This more traditional 
approach is in contrast with Caratheodory’s (see also refs. 3,4, and 5). 
We do not use an axiom about inaccessible states, as Carat&odor-y does, 
because such an axiom tends to obscure the fact that the “thermodynamic 
relations” which are the practical objectives of the subject are statements 
about reversible processes. (Irreversible processes take one out of the space 
of equilibrium states.) 
Our form of the second law is based on a semi-Carnot cycle which consists 
of heat generation (or absorption) at one temperature only, plus an adiabatic 
return to the initial state. Our axiom says that in this case, the total heat 
generated is zero. The compelling inductive proof of the second law based on 
the impossibility of perpetual motion of the second kind applies directly to 
support this axiom, because if positive total heat were generated in such a 
cycle then that heat, all absorbed at one temperature, could be converted into 
work indefinitely by reversing the cycle. 
Here, because we want a deductive theory, we cannot wait until, say, the 
concept of absolute temperature arises, and then inject the physical observa- 
tion that this cannot be zero. We have somehow to make such specifications 
on our primary concepts (which are: the space of states, the temperature 
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functions, and the linear differential form giving the heat generation) that the 
absolute temperature, when it arises, simply cannot be zero. This specification 
is possible and leads to what must be called another law of thermodynamics, 
although it is rather technical (3.5)-(3.51). 
The notions of partial derivatives, and of differential forms, are essential 
to the treatment of thermodynamics, at least from the infinitesimal point of 
view. It is not always clearly recognized that these objects have to be defined 
on some object G (and what the physical interpretation of that 6 is: We con- 
sider the latter question in Section III). Partial differentiation and differential 
forms make sense only on differentiable manifolds (for example, a euclidean 
space.) We devote the next section to this subject, mainly to fix the notation, 
but also to achieve conceptual clarity. 
II. DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLDS 
An n-dimensional differentiable manifold 6 may be taken here as a subset 
of some p-dimensional euclidean space (p 2 n), for example, of real Cartesian 
p-space RD. It is required that at each point 2 of RP that lies in B one can 
set up a curvilinear coordinate system for RP 
( @I, u2, -**, UP> (2-l) 
valid in some neighborhood N of Z, such that that part of B which lies in N 
is precisely that part of N which satisfies the p - n equations 
%I--n+1 = %*+1(Z) 
Up--n+2 = us-n+sw 
us = u,(X). 
The restrictions to B of the remaining functions u,, **a, % then constitute a 
coordinate system in 6, Thus a coordinate system always consists of n 
functions defined in 6 (that is to say, on a subregion of G). The order of 
differentiability of 6 is the order of differentiability consistently demanded of 
the systems (2.1). We tacitly require this to be high enough to guarantee the 
existence of any derivatives we mention. 
A differentiable function f in B is a function F defined and differentiable 
in RP and then restricted to 6. The differential of f at a point Z of G, df(Z), 
is defined to be 
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Here i3Fjau, is an abbreviation for 
in the excellent notation familiar to thermodynamics students. Also 
du< = 2 F dx, 
k=l ‘k 
(2.1) 
where (x1, *a*, x,) is the cartesian coordinate system for R*. (We shall not 
aIways reserve xi for this purpose. The conceptua1 content of dx,, -a-, dx, for 
Cartesian coordinates we leave to the preference of the reader). We may 
denote aFji?u, (when j 5 n) by aflauj because it does indeed depend only 
on f. From this the following results: 
d?(Z) = 2 g (Z) d”i(z)4 
1 
We therefore define 
df = (2.2) 
where dui is defined by (2.1) restricted to G. (This is consistent with (2.2), 
since ihjjau, = Si.) 
A linear differential form I$ is any linear combination 
+ = f; qk dfzs 
k=l 
where the dfk are as in (&2), while the g, are other functions. Hence 4 can 
always be written as 
$ = 2 Ui dui 
i=l 
and (U,, a-, U,,) are called the components of CJ~ relative to the coordinate 
system (nr, -.*, uJ. 
The curl of 4 (a tensor of rank 2) has the components 
41 ... B,, 
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where B<j = au,/&, - BU,/au,. The curl vanishes if 4 is exact, i.e., of the 
form (2.2). Its vanishing assures that the line integral of $, s6 4, about the 
boundary 1‘ of a 2-cell in B, is 0. The line integral along a path or curve f 
(which is a function defined on some real interval [a, S] with values in 6) is 
defined by 
provided f does not run out of the domain of the coordinate system (4, **I, I(~). 
A set (fr, . . ..fk) of fu nc ions t defined at and near a point 2 of B is called 
independent if the differentials #i(Z), ***, dfk(Z) are linearly independent. 
If this is true one can enlarge the system by adding g,, a**, g,,-, so that (fr, ***, 
fk, 81% '..1 g,,-,J is a coordinate system valid in a neighborhood of Z. A coordi- 
nate system is always an independent set. 
A function f is said to depend on& on some set of functions fi, -*, fk if 
whenever fi(ZJ = ff(Zs) for all i then 
When this is true one has df = x hidfi for some functions A, (one degree less 
differentiable than f, fi, *me, fK, naturally.) See ref. 6. 
III. THEFMODYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
A thermodynamical system x is a mathematical object (6, tl, n**, tk, p) con- 
sisting of the following. 
(3.1) A differentiable manifold 6, whose points are called the states of 2; 
(3.2) An independent set tl, *se, tk of real valued functions on G, which are 
called the temperature functions; 
(3.3) A linear differential form ,L? defined in 6 which satisfies (3.4), (3.9 
and the condition (3.51), below. /I shall be called the heat form. 
The heat form serves the purpose of giving the heat generated by the system 
during any process. A process is a curve, which is to say function [ defined 
on some real interval [a, b], such that t(s) is a state for each s, a I s < b. 
The line integral, I;/$ will be called the heat generated by the system 
during the process 8. 
There always exist processes for which no heat is generated during any 
part of the process. By a part of a process 5 (f(s) defined for a 5 s I b) we 
mean a process defined by f(s) with s restricted to some subinterval [a,, b;] of 
[u, b]. For the moment, denote this part of 5 by C 1 [a,, bJ. Then [ (the whole 
process) shall be called adiabatic if not only is JE /3 = 0 but also ~Q[~~,,J p = 0 
for every part of the process. 
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The process 5 is isothermal if there are numbers ci, --, ck such that 
h(q)) = Cl 
tk(&S)) = ck 
for all a I s < b (these are the tt of (3.2)). 
We will usually take the interval [a, b] for a process =$ to be [0, 11. The 
states f(O) and 5(l) are called the err& of the process. If t(O) = ((I), the 
process is called cyclic, or a cycle. 
We come now to the mathematical form of the second law. 
(3.4) Let f be an isothermal process whose ends can be connected by an a&a- 
batic process. Then 
I EB=O- 
This can be restated as follows. If [ is a cyclic process, consisting of an 
adiabatic part and an isothetmal part (and nothing more) then 
The usual thermodynamic relations can still be obtained from a weakened 
form of 3.4 which is worth noting: 
(3.41) (Local form). Each state 2, has a neighborhood N such that if 4 is a 
cycle nude up of an adiabalic part and an isothermal part, then 
I Ep=Os 
This (3.41) says (in part) that 
(3.42) for su.tly small isothermal cycles 5, k/I = 0. 
We now come to (3.5) and (3.51). These are needed in the mathematical 
treatment to insure that certain quantities (the absolute temperature, for 
example) are never 0. However, we wish to formulate these conditions in terms 
of 6, t1, -**, tk, p and not in terms of the secondary concepts which do not 
emerge until later. 
Suppose 2, is some state at which the k temperature functions satisfy a 
linear relation with constant coefficients 
alA + a& + --- + alktk = b, 
a& + - + +,,A = 6, . 
. 
a,;t, + - + ahktk = bk m 
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where the b,, **m, b, are also real numbers. Then the system of relations (C) 
shall be called a system of temperature constraints. It is called an incomplete 
system of temperature constraints if h < K. 
(Note: If h = K but the determinant is 0, the system can be replaced by an 
incomplete system). If h = k and the determinant is not 0, the (C) can be 
replaced by equivalent conditions 
t, = Cl, -.., t, = Ck, 
The class of states satisfying a condition of this type is called the isothermal 
st&manifold containing Z,, 
Let the submanifold defined by (C) b e called U. Then U is a manifold in 
its own right, with coordinate systems, etc. The form /I induces a form 8’ 
in U, in a manner we review here. Suppose U is defined by setting equal to 
constants the first h coordinates xi, e-m, xh of some coordinate system (x1, **a, 
xh, xk+l, **e, x,J for 6, and if 
,B = A,dx, + +-- + A,dx, 
then 
/?’ = Ah+ldxh+l + .-a + A,dx,,. 
If f lies in U, we have ss /3 = s; /I’. 
The curl of ,5 has the (i, j) component (relative to xi .** x,J 
and the curl of /I relative to U has the same components, except that the indi- 
ces are restricted to run from h + 1 to 7t. 
We now lead into (3.9, by noting that (3.42) states that for an isothermal 
submanifold U, the curl of p relative to U is 0. 
(3.5) If U is a submanifold de$ned by an incomplete system of temperature 
relations, then the curl of /3 relative to U vanishes nowhere ori Il. 
(3.51) If lf is an isothermal submanifold, then 8’ is not 0 at any point of U. 
This, for K = 1, keeps’isothermals from being tangent to adiabatics. 
Before going to the mathematical consequences of these definitions of (or 
axioms for) thermodynamic systems, we consider some examples taken from 
elementary physics. 
(3.6) A quantity of some perfect gas. Each state 2 of such a system is 
defined by the pressure p(Z), volume w(Z), and temperature t(Z) (itself 
measured by the pv-product of some other perfect gas, as it happens.) Thus 
each state corresponds to a point of R3. To be precise, we must take this point 
itself to be the state. We evidently obtain the collection of states which satisfy 
the “equation of state” 
xy = hz; x,y,z 20. 
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This set is to be our G. It is clearly a manifold. p, w, t are just the Cartesian 
coordinates restricted to 6. 
The further specification of the perfect-gas concept, needed for the con- 
struction of /?, is in terms of the derivative concept of internal energy E, 
and says that E depends only on t. 
This E finds its way into the theory by virtue of the first law of thermo- 
dynamics, which says that if there is a linear differential form a, such that St a 
gives the wmk done by the system, then t3 + a is exact, that is, LX + p = - dE. 
For a gas, pdw supplies the work-form CL, and for a perfect gas E depends 
only on t. Thus #I = - dE - pdv. Select a functiong such that dE = kt g’(t). 
Then 
j3 = tdS (3.61) 
where 
S = - k(g(t) + log v). (3.62) 
As we shall see later, the temperature and the entropy (S) can always be 
chosen as part of a coordinate system, i.e., they are independent. In the 
present case, this is obvious from (3.62). 
Thus our mathematical system (G, t, /3) has been assembled. We shall 
now verify that it qualifies as a thermodynamic system with one temperature. 
We consider first (3.4) (the “second law”). Let 6 be an isothermal process 
t([(s)) = c (constant) Olsll, 
whose ends can be joined by an adiabatic process q. On q,dS is 0 by (3.61) so 
ww = S(?1(0)) = S(dl)) = WUN- 
Certainly 
L 1 
,6 = tdS =c 
E s 
dS = c[S([(l)) - S([(O))] = 0. 
e 
Thus (3.4) holds. 
We now consider (3.5). “Incomplete temperature constraint” for k = 1 
means “no constraint,” so (3.5) merely asks that the curl of fl is not 0. The 
components, relative to (S, t) are 
0 -1 
1 0 
and they are in fact, not all 0 anywhere. 
For (3.51) we just look at (3.61) for t = const. It is not 0, because(S, t) 
is an independent pair. Thus (3.51) holds. 
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(3.7) A two-temperature system, to illustrate the construction of product- 
manifolds. Let (G1, tl, fil) and (G,, t3, &) be two systems of the sort (3.6), 
representing two samples of (possibly different) kinds of perfect gas. We want 
to consider a system which physically corresponds to dealing with these two 
samples at the same time. Hence there are two temperatures, two volumes, 
etc. The class of states B is the Cartesian product G1 x Gs, i.e., the class of 
pairs (Z,, 2,) where 2, is a state of the first gas and 2, a state of the second. 
Now G is a differentiable manifold since it is naturally contained in R3 x R3 
(a six dimensional euclidean space.) 
Now the pressure of the first gas, say, should be a function defined on 
this 6, because a state of 6, x 6, determines a value for p,. But this function 
is not p1 but rather pi where this notation is explained by the following con- 
vention. Iff is defined on 6, we definef’ on G by 
I’(% 23) =fW 
and if g is defined on 6, we define g” on B by 
According to this notational scheme, the set of four functions(t& 4, tr, wi’)is 
a coordinate system in 6, valid on all of 6. The attaching of these primes is a 
logical necessity, but as soon as this is clearly understood, they can safely be 
omitted, especially since there are invariably other subscripts which enable 
the primes to be restored. The ambiguity is of the same type as that which 
leaves one uncertain as to whether x (ory) is the coordinate in Rs or in R3, 
and is in the same way resolved by inspecting the context. 
The temperatures that go with this system shall be tl, t, (i.e., t;, t;‘!), and 
the heat-form, 
/9 = t,dS, + t,dS,. 
We may use (t,, S,, t3, Sz) as a coordinate system in C. 
Now we consider (3.4) and (3.5). A process is evidently adiabatic if S, and 
S, are both constant along it. Hence the kind of process 5 mentioned in (3.4) 
(which may be decompdsed as follows: 6(‘(t) = (II(t), I‘,(t)), but it is not 
desirable to do so) must have &(6(O)) = S,(f(l)) (i = 1,2) and t&T(t)) = ci 
(i=1,2).ThusJEj?=0.Wetu rn again to (3.5). An incomplete system of 
constraints either involves 0 equations, or 1 equation. The case of 0 equations 
is trivial as before. In case of 1 equation, let us consider an equation of the 
form 
1, = at, + b. 
In the submanifold U defined by 3.72 we can use (tl, S,, SJ as a coordinate 
system, and the heat form for U is 
j?’ = t,dS, + (at1 + b) dS,. 
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The components of $’ (relative to the coordinate system rr, Sr, Ss) are 
(0, tr, at, + b) whence the curl has the components 
0 1 a 
-1 0 0 
-a 0 0 
which certainly do not all vanish anywhere. 
Thus (3.5) is verified. 
Now we should confess that we have just introduced another ambiguity. 
When we took (tr, S,, S,) as a coordinate system in U (the submanifold 
defined by (3.72)) we show2 have called them something like (t;“, SC’, 5’:‘). In 
this notation, ti’ = at;’ + b. However, there should be little confusion 
if we just remember to say “(tl, S,, Ss) is independent on U” when we 
really ought to say “(ty’, Sr’, Si’) is independent.” Note that (t,, ta) is 
independent (on 6) but not independent on U. 
(3.8) Another two-temperature system. We consider again two batches of 
perfect gas, but we vizualiie the second batch to be enclosed in a large, 
flexible, but thermally insulating bag 
gas 2 m- gas I +I ,“I P (3.81) 
inside a cylinder of variable volume, as indicated in (3.81). Thus the values of 
(tl, t,, pJ specify the state of the system, since pa = pr. We proceed to 
obtain the (G, t,, t,, 8) for this situation. Let us avoid the product-routine 
which we used in 3.7. We let G be the first octant in R*, and let (tl, t,, p) be 
the Cartesian coordinates, as restricted to 6. For /3 we obtain (looking at (3.61), 
(3.62) but leaving the indices off the p’s since p, = ps) 
B = t,dS, -I- tad&, 
where S, = - ki[gi(ti) + log (@r-l)], f or i = 1,2. Writing the coordinate 
system as (t,, t,, p), /I has the components 
( as, as, as, as, as, t1 al, + t2 ar, > t1 ai, + t!z ai, t as, t1 a, + ta a, ) 
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and so the components of the curl are, after simplification 
0 0 kllp 
0 0 kz!P 
- h/b - h/1) 0. (3.82) 
Does this system qualify as a thermodynamical system with two tempera- 
ture functions? (It does not, we shall see.) If it did, then the condition 
k,t, + k,t, = C (3.83) 
would be an incomplete temperature constraint, and hence the curl of j3 
relative to the submanifold defined by (3.83) should not vanish. As a matter 
of fact, it does vanish; but we shall not present the calculations (one writes 
S,, S, and ,6 in terms of t,, p using (3.83) to eliminate t,; an exact differential 
result). 
That this is not a thermodynamic system should surprise at most those who 
are not familiar with two temperature arrangements. 
Its role in the present discussion is partly to show that axiom (3.4) does 
not imply (3.5). (Perhaps this system qualifies as a one-temperature system, 
if we set 
t = (k, + k&l (kit, + kzt,) ? 
then (3.5) does hold, because (3.83) is no longer incomplete. However, (3.4) 
fails. Thus axiom (3.5) doesnot imply (3.4). We omit the calculation.) 
These examples suggest a general method for obtaining G for a given, 
physically conceived, system. Enumerate a finite set of observables wi, a*., w, 
whose values define’a state to the desired accuracy. Let the mathematical 
state Z corresponding to any real state be the point of Rp whose p Cartesian 
coordinates are the values of wi, e.0, w, for that state. The set of Z’s thus 
obtained is 6. The equations defining 6 are the equations of state. 
IV. CANONICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE HEAT FORM 
We will state the result first for thermodynamic systems with one tempe- 
rature, and make a few remarks on the uniqueness of the representation. 
Then we state and prove the proposition for the case of k temperatures. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let 2, be Q state of the thermodynamic system (6, t, b). 
Then functions S and T cun be found such that 
(4.11) /3 = TdS (near 2,); 
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(4.12) S, T is an independent pair at ZO; 
(4.13) S, t is an independent pair at Z,,; 
(4.14) T depends only on (S, t). 
For a single system (6, t, p) it is not possible to select a preferred pair S, T 
providing the representation (4.11). S, T are certainly not unique, for if one 
pair, S, T gives the representation, so does the pair 9, ?(2S)-‘. Given any 
two representations 
,!I = TdS = Pds 
the function S must be expressible in terms of S : S = k(S). 
We now formulate and prove the k-temperature proposition. 
(4.2) T HEOREM. Let 2, be a state of the thffmodynamical system (Q, t,, a--, 
t,, /3). Then at 2, a coordinate system (tr, --, t,, uIr s-e, uk, x, -*) can be found, and 
a function g of 2k variables can be found, such that 
(4.21) 
in the domain of that coordinate system. Furthermore, function S,, *-a, S,., T,, -a, 
Tk can be defined in a neighborhood of 2, such that 
(4.22) they form an independent set, 
(4.23) they depend only on (tl, a-, tk, uI, -*, uk), and 
(4.24) p = II TidS, in u neighborhood of 2,. 
PROOF. We begin with some coordinate system 
(t1, t,, ***, t,, Xkfl, .-.> xn) (n = dim G) 
as we know we can, since t,, .*a , t, form an independent set (3.2). In terms of 
these coordinates 
Aidti + 2 XjdXj (near 2,). 
i=k+l 
By (3.41), /I is exact when t,, *me, t, are held constant. Hence there exists a 
function h of n variables such that 
for j = k + 1, **a, n. This means that if we let f = h(t,, ***, tk, xk+1, -*, x,), 
then 
df = 2 Bidti + 2 Xjdxj 
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where, in fact, Bi = af/at,, In any case, letting U( = Ai - &, we have, 
near Za, 
,!I - df = 2 uidti. (4.25) 
Now we shall prove that whenever p allows of such a representation (4.25), 
then 
t 19 *a*, tk, Ul, “I, u, (4.251) 
is a set of functions independent at Zs, and 
t 1, *.., t,, u1, -*a, %f (4.252) 
is not an independent set at any point Z,, in some neighborhood of Z,. 
We attack (4.251). We know that t,, e-e, tk is an independent set at every 
point. Beginning with 
WT,), -**, W?,), 
adjoin as many of 
du,(Zo), .-.y hdz,,) 
as possible, keeping a linearly independent set. Suppose (and a renumbering 
will make this possible) that we thus arrive at a maximal linearly-independent 
subset 
&(.G,), --a, W-Z,), d&T,), ..-> &,G). (4.253, 
If m = k, then (4.251) is shown independent at Z,. If m < k then, for 
m<p<kwemusthave 
k 
~,Gl) = a,~ 4(&J + 2 b,, du,(ZJ 
5-l 
(4.53) 
(where Q, b, are, of course, real numbers) since otherwise we could adjoin 
du,(Z,,) to (4.253). 
Consider the following incomplete system of temperature constraints, in 
which t, (the last t) is written simply as t: 
tj = t + cj (j = m + 1, -, k - 1) 
tj = t ( i; b&) + c5 (j = 1, 2, **., m). 
P=m+l 
Choose the cj so that Z,, lies on the submanifold U defined by these relations. 
On U, near Z,,, we can use as coordinates 
fk, xk+l, xk-t2, ‘*-s xnv (4.254) 
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(4.255) On U, we certainly huue dtj = dt, for j = m + 1, *.*, k; and 
dt, = dt ~“,sm+, b, for j = 1,2, -, m. 
We insert this into (4.25) to see what fl looks like on II. We call it (as before) 
/3’. After some simplifying, 
/Y = [*$+r (up - 8 !I~++)] dt + an exact differential. 
.=‘ 
The exact differential is df’, where f’ is f with the substitutions required by 
(C). The other term is of the form udt where u satisfies, as a consequence of 
(4.253), 
du(Z,) = 5 $ api dti(Z& 
p=m+l. i=l 
Therefore &+x,(Z,,) = 0 for j = k + 1, **a, x,. The 11 - k components of 
wit, arranged in the order of (4.254) are 
(u, 0, ..a, 0). 
The curl of wit, relative to u, at Z,, is thus zero, because of the values of 
&J/&Y, at Z,. The curl of df’ is of course also zero. Hence the curl of fl relative 
to II at Z,, is 0, 
This contradiction of (3.5) shown that m < k is impossible, and so the 
system 4.251 must be independent in some neighborhood N, of 2, 
We now consider the assertion about (4.252). This is where we use the 
second law (3.4). Suppose that at some point Z, (in the neighborhood No of 
Z,) the system (4.252) were independent. One could then find additional 
functions vst2, **m, v,, such that 
t,, *..> h, %, -.*> %, f, %+a, .*., vn (4.26) 
forms a coordinate system in a neighborhood N of 2,. (This neighborhood 
need not include Zs.) Let the values at Z,, of these functions in the order of 
(4.26), be 
al3 --, ak, b,, -, bk, c, cwl, **-, c,,. (4.261) 
Now select any real number o, 0 I a I 1, and consider the following 
process ear, in which s is the parameter (0 5 s < 1) and 
tl = a1 + es, u, = b, + @, f=c - b,s - essl+yl + a)-1, 
while all other coordinates in (4.26) are held to their values in (4.261). Here B 
is simply some fixed positive number, chosen small enough that the process 
does not run out of the neighborhood N for 0 < s, a 5 1. 
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For this process, /3 = u,dt, + df, and it is easily verified that 
f, is adiabatic for every a, OIa_<l. (4.262) 
The following diagram shows the end-points (identified by their t,, I(~, 
f coordinates only) of the two processes f,,, fr: 
( 
2 
a, + E, b, + E, c - ble - - 
2 ) 
f1r 
(al, bl, 4 t7 
fo h 
(a, + E, b, + E, c - ble - G). 
(4.263) 
Now consider the isothermal process 7, defined by 
t, = a, + c, 211 = b, + E, f=c-bb,r-6, 
the other coordinates fixed as before. The end-points of 1 have already been 
indicated, in (4.263). Thus the end-points of 77 can be connected by an adia- 
batic process (- f,, + fr), and the entire cycle can be fitted into any neigh- 
borhood of 2,. By (3.41) (and a fortiori by (3.4)), we should have 
But /? = df for q, so that J,, #I - sq df = S/2 # 0. 
This contradiction shows that the functions (4.252) must be dependent at 
each point of the neighborhood NW Since t,, en., uk are independent, then 
f must depend only tl, **e, tik, whence 
f =&I, .*., 40 ill, **., %J, 
where g is some function defined in R2”. This proves (4.21). 
It is possible to pass from (4.21) to (4.24) by integration, and this is espe- 
cially simple when K = 1. However, it is much neater to appeal to the solution 
of PfafYs Problem. (To try to avoid using some theorems of mathematics is to 
impose an absurd handicap on one’s technique.) 
The problem is the following. Given some m independent functions x1, a**, 
x, on a differentiable manifold, and m additional functions F,, ***, F, which 
depend only on x1, *es, x,, we want to express the Pfaffian 
d = F&, + *.. i- F,,&,, 
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in terms of a minimum number p of variables. What is this p and what form 
can one achieve? The solution (Pfaff, Grassman, Frobenius) is as follows 
[7, + 141, p. 1291: 
Let B, = i3Fj/ax, - aF,/iYx, (this is the i, j component of the curl of 4.) 
Suppose that the rank of the m x (m + I) matrix of functions 
Fl F2 .‘. F?Tt 
0 B,, ... B ITI? 
B,, 0 B, ..* Km (4.27) 
B &a, ml '.. &wn-1 0 
is p in the neighborhood of some point. Suppose also that the rank of the 
minor of the Bir’s is constant in the neighborhood of that point. Then one 
can find a set of p functions independent at that point, such that 
fv-IdfP (P even) 
4 =f& +f&fa + **. + (4.271) 
f,+zdf,-1 +df, (P odd) 
in a neighborhood of the point. 
We shall apply this to our f3. For coordinates, we use t,, *a*, t,, ur, *en, I(~, 
plus some additional functions. However, these later functions contribute 
only zeros to (4.27), so we may take m = 2K. The matrix of the b,, is the 
2R x 2k array: 
o...o-1 o...o 
0 -1 0 
o...o 0 o...-; 
1 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0 
(4.272) 
0 1 . . . 0 . 
0 . . . 1 b . . . d 
This much already has rank 2k. Putting another row on top of (4.272) 
cannot increase the rank. Thus it is 2k. Reference to (4.271), and a natural 
renaming of the Yj, establishes (4.22), (4.23), (4.24), and finishes the proof 
of (4.2). 
In (4.13) we assert the independence of (S, t). This is not apparent from 
(4.2) and indeed it is the purpose of our axiom (3.51) to make this inference 
possible. For general k, the situation is as follows. 
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(4.3) THEOREM. In some ne@borhood of Z,,, thefunctions S,, *se, Sk, T,, =, 
T, can be expressed in terms of an independent set of functions 
(81, *“, t,, ul, *“, uj’j-1, &, uj+l, “‘, uk) (4.31) 
where Si is one of the functions (S,, .**, Sk), not necessarily Sj. 
PROOF. We use the coordinate system of (4.2). 
In an isothermal submanifold, this reduces to 
By (3.51), this is not 0. Hence aSJar+ # 0 at Z,, for some pair (i, j). There- 
fore we can express uj in terms of (tl, ‘*‘, tk, r+, “‘, u+i, uj+l, ‘+‘) i(k, &) in some 
neighborhood of Zs, and hence we can express S,, m-e, Th in terms of these 
variables. (This proves (4.3).) For k = 1 we obtain the result that T,, S, can 
be expressed in terms of t, and S,, since Sr must be S,. This gives us (4.14). 
Finally (4.13) follows from (4.14) because if S, t were dependent at Zs, SO 
would T and S be dependent at 2,. 
(4.4) REMARK. For a one-temperature thermodynamic system (y, 1, fi), the 
heat-form fi is of class 2 and can be represented as 
,6 = F(t, S) dS (4.41) 
(near any given state Z,,) with 
near that state. 
F(G) # 0, ;W)#O (4.42) 
PROOF. If @ = TdS where S, T is an independent pair, then PfafI’s 




and the rank is 2. F(t, S) cannot be 0, by (3.51). Now 
dT = & F(t, S) dt + & F(t, S) dS, 
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and (4.12) dT and dS cannot be linearly dependent at or near 2,. Hence 
4 F(t, S) # 0. 
Perhaps this is the place at which to mention why I prefer /3 to the work- 
form 01 = /J - dE. The former has class 2k always, whereas the latter has 
sometimes class 2K + 1, and sometimes 2K. 
V. ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE SCALES 
Physically, the concept of absolute temperature is based on the assumption 
(or observation if your prefer: it is therefore another law of thermodynamics, 
the zeroth [l, 2, 31) that if you take as the states of a new system E just the 
pairs (Z,, Z,) of those states of two one-temperature thermodynamic systems 
& = ($, t,, PI), 2s = (G,, t,, &), of those states (I repeat) which hava 
equal temperatures, then you will obtain a thermodynamic system Z wherein 
the temperature is defined as 
VI, Zs) = h(Zl) = Wz). (5.1) 
(The validity of this law rests on the presumption that all temperatures are 
measured by means of the same thermometer.) 
Obviously, absolute temperature is meaningless when only one system is 
considered. 
In our scheme, naturally, this law is replaced by q definition of a kind 
of class of one-temperature thermodynamic system,’ and its “physical” 
content will be in effect the assumption that the members of this class have all 
been in a sense coherently thermometrized. 
In order to make this definition, we have set up more precisely the system 
Z arising out of C, and .?& in the way just described. We have in fact already 
indicated the G and t for 2. The 6 is the class of pairs (Z,, Z,) where 
tI(ZJ = t*(Z%), and the t is defined by (5.1). How about the 8: how is it 
related to fll and 8s ? As we have seen in (3.7), it is essentially the siol, but it 
isn’t really, for two reasons: 
ad;ldPla;;d B2 are not defined in the same manifold, so they cannot be 
; 
(b) each one involves its own t, and these have to be equated. 
Here is our procedure for obtaining ,?Y, which will then be called Z1 @ J&, 
to indicate its provenience. 
’ Not the definition of a kind of one-temperature system. 
5 
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Let Zr = (G,, tr, j?r) and .Zs = (Gs, ts, 8s) be two thermodynamic systems. 
We can form the product system 
whose manifold 6 is the Cartesian product 6r x G, of the two original 
manifolds as in (3.7); it has two temperatures, defined (as in (3.7)) by 
and whose heat form /3 is obtained by adding & and /3;‘, where these are the 
natural inductions of &, & on 6, x 6a, defined as follows. Let 5 be a 
process in 6 = Gr x 6,. Thus for 0 5 s s 1, t(s) is a state (Z,, 2,). We 
write 2, = fr(s), 2, = Is(s), Th us a process in Zr &I Ca is decomposed into 
its component processes, 6 = ([r, [r), in t; and .Z’s. We now define &, &’ by 
Having defined &, &’ as differential forms in 6, x 6, we can form the 
sum: 
p = j; + p;‘. 
We shall denote it by PI @p2. (All this has been illustrated in (3.7).) 
Thus t; @ .Z2, and /?I @ j12, have been explained. We consider the 
submanifold G(=) on which t; = t;‘. We define t on G(=) as having the 
values of ti (or, of course, t:, compare (5.1)). We define /? by restriction of 
j3, @ p2 to G(=). This gives the system 
N.B. The @ sign in the product is replaced by @ to indicate that we have 
dropped down to the submanifold G(=). 
We repeat, this construction yields the system obtained by taking two 
separate systems, and considering them together under the constraint of 
equal temperatures. 
Now consider a class R of one-temperature thermodynamic systems. We 
will say that R is a cornpositive class, if whenever Z; and Z2 belong to the 
class R, then Zl @ .Z2 is a thermodynamic system. 
The class of samples of perfect gases is clearly such a cornpositive class, 
and as we said before, in physics, the class of all thermodynamical systems 
of one temperature is assumed to be such a class. But mathematically, the 
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definition is not at all unnecessary, because we can exhibit pairs of systems Xi, 
2, for which Z1 @ 2s is not a thermodynamic system. We give an example, 
and then we proceed to prove that for each cornpositive class, an absolute 
temperature scale exists. 
Let ,X1 = (G,, t,, &), .Zs = (Gs, ts, 8s) where each Gi is exactly two- 
dimensional, and has a coordinate system (sr, tr), resp. (ss, ts) in which 
,3r = t&i but /Iz = Qfs,. If we suppose Z = C, @ Zs = (6, t, /3) then G is 
three dimensional, with a coordinate system (sr, ss, t), in which 
/I = t dss, + t2 ds,. (5.2) 
If C, @ ,Ya were a thermodynamic system, then locally we would have 
fi = F(t, S) dS, by (4.4). If F(t, S) dS = tds, + t2ds2 then S = f(sr, s2) for 
some f, so that 
F(t, S) [f&1, $2) ds, +f&, spl = t 4 + t2 4 
As a result 
F(t, S) f2h s2> t” 
F(t, S)f,(s,, s2) = -i- = t 
but the left-hand side clearly depends only on sir s2. This contradiction shows 
that {Zr, Z2> is not a cornpositive class. Such a combination has presumably 
no counterpart in nature. 
(5.3) THEOREM. Let R be a compositive class of one-temperature thermo- 
dynamic systems. Then there exists one function F depending only on R, such that 
for every system (C$ t, b) in R, the heat-form has the form 
,8 = F(t) dS* (5.31) 
where (F(t), S*) are independent (actually, the “function” S* may be many- 
valued, but its differential dS* is single-valued.) 
PROOF. Let Zr = (G,, t,, /3,), .X2 = (G,, t,, f12) belong to R. Then 
& = F(t,, S,) dS,, /I2 = G(t,, SJ dS,, where F, G, F,, G, are never 0, 
by (4.4); and t,, t,, S,, S, are independent. The sum of our preceeding dis- 
cussion and definitions is that 
B = F(t, s,) ds, + GO, S,) ds, 
is the heat-form for a one-temperature thermodynamic system. Therefore 
(4.4) is of class 2. The relevant matrix (4.272) written in a way corresponding 
to the ordering (S,, S,, t .*a) of the independent variables is 
F G 0 
0 0 Fdt, SI) 
0 0 Gdt, sd 
- F&v s,) - GV, S2) 0 
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Hence every 3-rowed minor vanishes; in particular, 
F G 0 
0 0 Fl = + Fl = 0. 
- Fl - Gl 0 
Now F, G, F,, G,, are never 0. Hence 
whence each side depends on t alone: 
the function f,r,,r,, is defined only on that part of the real number system R 
on which lie the temperature values of which both systems are capable. Its 
value at any such point is independent of the system. Since we can choose 
Zi = Za, it follows that the totality D of values 7 for which some hc,,rz, (T) 
is defined is the totality of temperature values which can occur in the various 
systems in St. (This may well be less than R. For the class RP.o. of perfect 
gases, it is the entire set of positive numbers.) In any case, D is an open set, 
because if t, (say) can take on the value T, then (being a coordinate on 6,) it 
can take all values near T as well. Hence we can define a single function f on D 
such that 
whenever r is a value that the tl of Zr can take on. 
We can find a function g such that g’ = f, and then 
This shows that 
F(T, S,) = eg(%) Kl(S,). 
e-o(t) /II, (= R,(S,) ffS,) 
is exact in the neighborhood of each state. We choose a “ground” state 2, and 
define a function 
S,* = Jz e-” ‘1’ /Il. 
zo 
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Now this may depend on the path, and thus give a many-valued function, but 
in any case dS,* = e*@l)/3r, or if we define F as co then 
/I = F(t,) dS;. 
The function F(tJ is called the absolute temperature on 6,, or for Zr. We 
have thus proved the following. 
. , 
(5.4) THEOREM. Let (6, t, p) be any thermodynamic system. Then a process 
6 is isothermal relative to t ;f and Only ;f it is isothermal rekztive to F(t). 
If the set D of possible temperature values has no gaps, then it will be 
true that t, # t, implies F(tI) # F(t.J. If D has gaps, then this need not be 
true, and one cannot speak of constructing a new temperature scale. 
A more serious problem is whether in some system 2 of R, the entropy S* 
does not allow of a single-valued definition. The problem is a familiar one, 
analogous to the impossibility for finding a potential for the magnetic field 
around a wire. If 2 = (G, t, j3) and 6 is simply connected, then there is no 
difficulty in defining S* in a unique fashion. More generally, if each cyclic 
process f can be deformed into an isothermal process 3, then S* is uniquely 
definable, as the following argument shows. 
1 dS* = I dS* = e v &/B=O by (3.4). ‘I 
Hence jiO dS* is independent of the path. 
However, there is nothing in our definition of thermodynamic system which 
requires this sort of deformability, nor indeed which requires that JdS* 
should be independent of the path. The following example shows this. 
(5.5) A thermodynamic system with essentially multiple-valued entropy. In 
this example (6, t, /3), G shall be a part of the cartesian plane, t shall be 
x2 + y2, and j3 shall be xdy - ydx. The origin {t = 0) shall not belong to 6. 
With no more specification of G than this, we can already see that (3.41), 
(3.5) and (3.5 1) are satisfied. The adiabatic curves are rays out from the 
origin ; the isothermals, arcs on which x2 + y2 is constant. The temperature t 
is already the absolute one, and S* is 0 + c where 0 is the (many-valued) 
angular polar coordinate. 
But if B is merely the plane minus the origin, then (3.4) does not hold. 
In order to prevent the violation of (3.4), we restrict B as follows. Select p 
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and select numbers 0 5 a, < a2 < *** < a, < 27~. We now reject from the 
Cartesian plane those points for which (see diagram below) 
either 0 = ai and 05rSj 
or B = aj and rBj+l. 
We do this for j = 1, e-e, p. What is left we take as 6. Suppose p 2 2. 
Then no isothermal process whose ends can be joined by an adiabatic can 
surround the origin. Hence (3.4) is satisfied. Yet S* is still multiple valued. 
The usual “inductive derivation” of the second law involves cyclic proces- 
ses (Carnot cycles) at two temperatures with intervening adiabatic arcs. If 
p > 2 we get a system such that on all such Carnot cycles, sdS* is 0. No 
“inductive derivation” involving cycles at less than p temperatures, with 
intervening adiabatic arcs, can therefore establish the single-valuedness of S*. 
One might venture to suggest that speculations as to whether there are 
remote regions in the universe where the laws of thermodynamics are 
violated, ought to be replaced by speculations as to whether there are cyclic 
processes, requiring temperature variations too wild for human engineering to 
construct, for which s dS* is not 0. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The type of physical system here idealized by the concept of thermodyna- 
mic system is not allowed to undergo any changes in the state of aggregation. 
I expect to present my views on such more general systems, treating the 
Clapeyron equation, in the future. We will then have to attach a qualifying 
adjective to the type of system studied here. 
LXugrumfo~ 6 in (5.5). 6 is the part of the plane which is left after the “for- 
bidden states” lying on L,, Li, L,, L:, a.0 have been removed. 
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